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Abstract. Existing video plethysmography methods use standard red-green-blue (sRGB) video recordings of
the facial region to estimate heart pulse rate without making contact with the person being monitored. Methods
achieving high estimation accuracy require considerable signal-processing power and result in significant
processing latency. High processing power and latency are limiting factors when real-time pulse rate estimation
is required or when the sensing platform has no access to high processing power. We investigate the use of
alternative color spaces derived from sRGB video recordings as a fast light-weight alternative to pulse rate esti-
mation. We consider seven color spaces and compare their performance with state-of-the-art algorithms that use
independent component analysis. The comparison is performed over a dataset of 41 video recordings from
subjects of varying skin tone and age. Results indicate that the hue channel provides better estimation accuracy
using extremely low computation power and with practically no latency. © 2015 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation

Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.20.4.048002]
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1 Introduction
Video photoplethysmography (VPG) is a relatively new tech-
nique of monitoring human vital signs requiring no physical
contact with the subject being monitored. Instead of a sensor
placed on the skin, VPG utilizes a digital camera, signal-
processing power, and ambient light. Reflected light off the
face changes with the pulsating heart as it delivers blood to
and from the face. In a typical implementation, the face
would be detected in each frame, followed by averaging of
the color pixels per frame within the detected area in each chan-
nel. The result is a signal per channel across the video frames.
The signals are then processed to extract periodic patterns to
assess cardiac activity. The potential applications include auto-
mated, continuous and ubiquitous health monitoring in hospitals
and residential environments. Since the equipment needed is not
specialized, VPG can be implemented using software add-ons to
existing electronic devices with a digital camera such as
in personal computers, laptops, and smartphones. The most
common use of VPG is in providing a noncontact alternative
to heart pulse rate estimation using a finger probe oximeter
or an earlobe photoplethysmography (PPG) sensor. A recent
study showed VPG applications on a mobile phone camera
have the potential to not only estimate heart rate but also breath-
ing rates and oxygen saturation (SpO2).

1 This provides the pos-
sibility to perform physiological studies related to emotional
states outside of a laboratory environment.2

Past work reported in the literature focused primarily on the
standard red-green-blue (sRGB) color space, see Refs. 1–13 for
examples. This color space is readily available since most

electronic devices represent images with sRGB channels. It is
widely recognized that the green channel provides the most
prominent response to the pulsating heart due to its high absorp-
tion in blood.3,4 Directly processing the green color to obtain a
PPG-like signal provides real-time estimation. However, it does
not provide an accurate estimation. Increased accuracy is
achieved using methods that consider all colors combined.
The prominent approach relies on independent component
analysis (ICA)5,6,10,13 and an extension of it called constrained
ICA (cICA).7 ICA is a blind source separation technique appli-
cable when the observed signals are a linear mixture of indepen-
dent sources. When applying ICA to RGB, the underlying
assumption is that one of the independent sources is the pulsat-
ing heart. ICAwas successfully used to improve the accuracy of
estimation5–7,10,13 to a level comparable with commercially
available finger-probe oximeters in a laboratory setting.5–7,10,13

The complexity of ICA-based methods requires processing
time and considerable processing power. Such processing
power is unavailable in compact devices with a low form factor.
Compact devices can be wirelessly connected to a remote server
with a higher computation power, but this would require trans-
mission of raw data for remote processing resulting in estima-
tion latency, high power consumption, and a reliable wireless
communication link for sending data. Another caveat associated
with ICA methods arises from their block processing of samples
typically corresponding to a 30- to 60-s long recording. Block
processing results in substantial latency in pulse estimation
thereby limiting the utility of the technology in applications
where an immediate response is required.
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Processing a single color channel is preferable due to its low
latency and low complexity implementation provided that an
equally accurate estimation is achieved. Since single sRGB
channels do not provide accurate estimation, we investigate
the use of other color spaces derived from sRGB as an alterna-
tive to high latency and computationally intensive algorithms.

Work on VPG using alternative color spaces has been fairly
limited to date. In one work,11 the CIE XYZ color space was
used. CIE stands for Commission International de I’Elcairage
(International Commission on Illumination), and X, Y, and Z
are the three channels in the CIE XYZ color space also known
as the CIE 1931 XYZ. Results showed that estimating pulse rate
using color spaces other than sRGB is feasible. However, esti-
mation accuracy was not compared to other color spaces and
methods. In another study,12 a few videos were processed to
show that ICA using hue saturation lightness (HSL) and hue
saturation value (HSV) color spaces provides a more robust esti-
mation in a dynamic environment. In recent work,13 a camera
with a high pixel dynamic range (16 bits∕pixel) capable of cap-
turing five bands of color frequencies was used. The work inves-
tigated applying ICA to different combinations of red, green,
blue, cyan, and orange. Reported results show that using orange
or cyan to replace red in the RGB signals fed to ICA improves
estimation accuracy. Implementing this approach requires the
use of a specialized five-band camera instead of the readily
available sRGB cameras.

In this contribution, we investigate heart pulse rate estimation
accuracy of single channel processing in alternative color
spaces. To preserve all the benefits of using widely available
webcams, we investigate color spaces obtainable by direct trans-
formation of detected sRGB colors, i.e., by applying the trans-
formation per frame during real-time image capture. Our
premise is that some color transformations might combine
the information from the sRGB color space in a way that
would amplify the pulsating heart’s effect on the resulting chan-
nels. An alternative single channel to sRGB green would help in
providing accurate real-time pulse estimation using low compu-
tation power and virtually no latency. This is because color
transformations can be applied real-time without resorting to
block processing as is done in ICA-based methods.

Our investigation includes an experimental study encom-
passing 41 subjects. Channels from seven color spaces are
extracted and used to estimate pulse rate. The estimation accu-
racy per channel is assessed for all channels and compared with
ICA and cICA estimation accuracy. Results demonstrate the
highest accuracy for the hue channel of HSL, HSV, and hue sat-
uration intensity (HSI). TheU channel of CIE YUV and Y chan-
nel of CIE XYZ provide good results as well. Hue, U, and Y
provide an estimation accuracy comparable to ICA-based
methods.

2 Alternative Color Spaces
We investigate seven color spaces: sRGB, HSL, HSV, HIS,
XYZ, CIE XYZ, and CIE YUV. In what follows, we briefly
describe each color space and its potential for pulse rate
estimation.

Red green blue (RGB) is an additive color system. It is com-
monly used in computer systems, television, and video. Three
chromaticities R, G, and B represent channels red, green, and
blue, respectively, for every pixel. The combination of the
three colors results in visible colors to the human eye. RGB
color spaces are easy to implement but are device dependent.

The videos in our study were taken using a digital camera
that uses the sRGB color space.

HSL/HSV/HSI color spaces are cylindrical-coordinate color
systems. The transformation from the sRGB color space to these
color spaces requires manipulation of the three sRGB channels.
The hue (H) channel is the same in all three color systems.
Saturation (S) is different and is denoted differentially as
S_HSL, S_HSV, and S_HSI. Lightness (L), value (V), and
intensity (I) are the remaining channels in these color spaces.
To obtain these color spaces, we define maximum and minimum
components denoted as M and m for each pixel. Then the value
chroma (C) is calculated by subtracting M by m as shown
below14

M ¼ maxðR;G; BÞ; (1)

m ¼ minðR;G; BÞ; (2)

C ¼ M −m: (3)

H is then calculated using Eqs. (4) and (5) provided below14

H 0 ¼

8>><
>>:

0; if C ¼ 0
G−B
C mod 6; if M ¼ R

B−R
C þ 2; if M ¼ G

R−G
C þ 4; if M ¼ B

9>>=
>>;
; (4)

H ¼ 60 deg×H 0: (5)

Hue is defined as the pure spectrum colors measured in
degrees between 0 and 360 deg and follows a nonlinear trans-
formation of sRGB. Pure colors like red, green, and blue are
located at 0, (360 deg), 120, and 240 deg, respectively.15 All
other visible colors are located in between. The color spaces
HSL, HSV, and HSL represent different shades of colors
more intuitively than the sRGB color space. The variation in
hue represents only changes in color.15 This may be useful to
highlight differences between the absorptions of red, green,
and blue ambient light in the blood, since time-variation in
the relative reflections will be translated to rotation in H.
Variations in the sRGB color space depend not only on the
color of the object but also on the intensity of the reflected
light from the surface. Hue, on the other hand, does not depend
on lightness. This means that hue is more tolerant to changes in
ambient light. Given these properties, we speculate that hue
could provide an accurate estimation of pulse rate.

The sRGB color space can be transformed to the XYZ color
space via multiplication with the M matrix.15,16–19 The transfor-
mation is shown in Eq. (6) where r, g, and b are normalized R,
G, and B, i.e., the red, green, and blue channels, respectively,
divided by their sum

2
4
X
Y
Z

3
5 ¼

2
4
0.4124564 0.3575761 0.1804375

0.2126729 0.7151522 0.0721750

0.0193339 0.1191920 0.9503041

3
5
2
4
r
g
b

3
5:

(6)

The XYZ color space is normalized and becomes the CIE
XYZ color space by following:17
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x ¼ X
X þ Y þ Z

; (7)

y ¼ Y
X þ Y þ Z

; (8)

z ¼ 1 − x − y. (9)

X, Y, and Z in the CIE XYZ color space are the reformulated
tristimulus values converted from the RGB color space. Lower
case x, y, and z are the chromaticity coordinates. The values for
the XYZ tristimulus do not directly correspond to red, green, and
blue. Y in color space XYZ is also called the luminance factor
because the Y tristimulus value matches the curve that indicates
the response of the human eye to the total power of a light
source.19 Y as the luminance measures the luminous intensity
of light traveling in a given direction per unit area. This can
be useful when the change in signal power is meaningful,
e.g., when color change of the skin is of importance.

The CIE XYZ color space can be converted into a CIE
YUV20 color space. Equations (10)–(12) perform the transfor-
mation:

y ¼ y; (10)

U ¼ 2x
6y − xþ 1.5

; (11)

V ¼ 3y
6y − xþ 1.5

. (12)

CIE YUV decreases the nonuniformity considerably com-
pared to CIE XYZ. Y for CIE YUV is the same as for CIE
XYZ. U and V are linear transformations from X and Y from
CIE XYZ.

3 Comparative Study
The study was approved by the Internal Review Committee for
Protecting Human Subjects at the Rochester Institute of
Technology and included participants between the ages of 18
and 45 years old from various nationalities. The recorded videos
were 60 s long taken using a commercially available RGB
Logitech camera set to 15 frames∕s. A 320 × 240 pixel resolu-
tion was set for all videos. The videos were saved in WMV for-
mat and then converted to AVI format. A reference pulse rate
measurement was taken per video using an food and drug

administration-approved and commercially available finger
probe oximeter (Onyx II 9550 Military Model Finger Pulse
Oximeter).

The laboratory where the videos were taken was illuminated
by fluorescent light fixtures covering the entire ceiling. No sig-
nificant light entered the lab from the outside. The participants
were asked to maintain a relaxed sitting position during the
recording but were not constrained in any way, i.e., their
heads were not supported and they were free to move slightly.
Each participant was seated ∼65 cm in front of a screen with the
webcam positioned on top of it. The light coming from the
screen illuminated the face with insignificant intensity compared
to the ceiling light fixtures.

All recorded videos were included in the performance analy-
sis and processed using MATLAB. In each video, a region of
interest (RoI) of the subject’s face was manually selected and
remained unchanged during the recording. The average value
of all the pixels in a frame within the RoI was calculated for
each color channel resulting in three channels of red, green,
and blue. An infinite impulse response Butterworth bandpass
filter of order 9 with a band-pass of [0.75, 4] Hz was applied
to each channel corresponding to a pulse range of [45, 240]
beats per minute (bpm). Computation of all tested channels
was followed by applying the aforementioned color transforma-
tions to the filtered RGB channels. The process for obtaining
each channel in each alternative color space is depicted in Fig. 1.

For each channel in all color spaces, the first 150 frames were
removed to eliminate the effects of focusing and adjustments of
the camera. The MATLAB Periodogram spectral estimation
function was applied with a Hamming window to each channel.
Pulse rate estimation was then performed by finding the peak
frequency within the range of 0.75 to 4 Hz corresponding to
a pulse rate range of from 45 to 240 bpm.

Two previously reported ICA-based methods were applied to
the sRGB channels to form a basis for comparison of estimation
accuracy. The first method followed the reported algorithm6

where ICAwas applied to the RGB channels followed by spec-
tral estimation for each of the three resulting independent com-
ponents (ICs) and selection of the peak frequency exhibiting the
highest peak within 0.75 to 4 Hz across the three ICs. The JADE
algorithm was used for finding the ICs. The second followed the
reported cICA algorithm7 where a reference harmonic signal is
used to extract a single IC followed by spectral estimation and
peak frequency selection within the same range. Note that the
reported ICA6 and cICA7 algorithms originally had mis-
matching preprocessing steps on the sRGB channels prior to
applying ICA/cICA. We avoided implementing mismatching
preprocessing steps to maintain consistency across all methods
being evaluated.

Fig. 1 Experimental setup used in the comparative study.
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All pulse rate estimations from alternative color spaces and
two ICA-based methods were then compared with the pulse rate
measured by the finger probe oximeter. Bland–Altman21 plots
were used to assess the performance over the entire data set.
The mean absolute error and its standard deviation were calcu-
lated over the entire data set as well.

4 Results and Discussion
We found that some videos resulted in very poor estimation
accuracy for all tested methods. Inspection of the videos
revealed that in most of them, the subjects were significantly
moving their head, laughing, or looking down. In other
cases, only part of the ceiling lights were turned on causing
the subject’s face to be illuminated poorly. The data extracted
from these videos were not omitted from the results pre-
sented below.

The group of subjects in our study was diverse and included
participants with various skin tones. We found that skin tone did
not have a notable impact on pulse rate estimation accuracy.
Similar observations were made in Ref. 12 where the effect
of skin tone was investigated.

Videos obtained from different subjects at different times
could result in a different scaling of the signals, e.g., due to dif-
ferent background or lighting conditions. In addition, ICA could
result in ICs with varying scale. Recall that pulse rate estimation
is obtained per channel separately by evaluating the spectral
component with the maximum strength within the frequency
range corresponding to the expected range of the pulse.
Since pulse rate estimation is based on the frequency of the spec-
tral peak and not on the absolute strength of the spectral peak,
scaling of the signals would not affect the estimation of pulse
rate and the corresponding error.

We start by analyzing the mean absolute error and its stan-
dard deviation across the entire dataset as summarized in
Table 1. As expected, the green channel offers the best perfor-
mance of the three sRGB channels and ICA/cICA exhibit a

better performance compared to the green channel. The follow-
ing alternative color channels exhibit accuracy comparable to
ICA and cICA: hue of HSV/HSL/HSI, Y of CIE XYZ, and
U of CIE YUV. Hue performs best with a mean (deviation)
of 4.31 (7.04) compared to 5.15 (8.72) for ICA.

Having identified hue as the best single-channel alternative
to ICA-based methods, we now use Bland–Altman plots21 to
assess the agreement between our VPG estimations and the fin-
ger probe oximeter for hue along with green, ICA, and cICA for
comparison. Results are presented in Fig. 2. All channels exhibit
a wide spread of data points indicating the study-captured data
across the expected range of the pulse.

Observing Fig. 2 while disregarding the outlier estimations
corresponding to poor recording quality, it is evident that the hue
channel provides consistently higher accuracy than the green
channel and a consistently comparable accuracy to ICA
and cICA.

As explained earlier, hue represents overall change in color
across red, green, and blue. By transforming the sRGB channels
to hue, the changes in reflection off the skin due to the pulsating
heart are combined and enhanced providing a stronger indica-
tion of the pulsating heart. More specifically, note that the def-
inition of hue in Eqs. (4) and (5) is based on the difference
between the RGB channels. The RGB channels exhibit varying
sensitivity to the pulsating heart where the green channel is most
affected. However, all channels are equally sensitive to other
variations in reflected light due to slight motion of the subject
and changes in ambient light. It follows that taking the differ-
ence amplifies the varying reflection off the skin due to the
pulsating heart. This amplifying effect could account for the
increased estimation accuracy compared to that obtained
using the green channel alone.

To gain more insight into the response of the hue channel to
the pulsating heart, we recorded a 1-min video of a subject while
also recording a PPG signal using an earlobe sensor (Binar Heart-
Sensor HRS-07UE). Figure 3 presents the spectrum of the green,
hue, and PPG signals. Scaling of the power spectral density was
done by normalizing each power spectral density by its maximum
value resulting in all peak frequencies having a value of 1. While
we see that both green and hue are in agreement with PPG with
regard to peak frequency and the corresponding pulse rate, it is
also evident that the power spectral density of hue is closer to that
of PPG and is more descriptive of the pulse rate.

Obtaining the hue channel following Eqs. (1) to (5) requires
very simple mathematical operations and can be performed sep-
arately per sRGB frame. It follows that simple sRGB-based
sensing platforms with limited computation power are capable
of extracting a real-time PPG-like signal. In contradistinction to
hue, sensing platforms using ICA and cICA would require sig-
nificantly more computation power and would suffer from esti-
mation latency.

The second best performing channel is luminance factor Y of
the CIE XYZ color space. Transformation into XYZ coordinates
may be viewed as measuring the amount of reflected light over
several spectral bands. Similarly, traditional PPG data are
obtained from the amount of reflected (or transmitted) light
over a very narrow spectral band (typically red or infrared).
This similarity in terms of the physical data of interest could
explain why Y performs well compared to the finger probe
PPG oximeter. Deriving the Y channel requires more processing
than deriving the hue channel, but it is still much lower than that
for ICA methods.

Table 1 Mean and standard deviation of absolute error for all color
channels and independent component analysis (ICA) methods.

Tested
channel

Mean (standard
deviation)

Tested
channel

Mean (standard
deviation)

Red 15.70 (15.18) X of XYZ 8.82 (12.27)

Green 7.41 (12.18) Y of XYZ 7.87 (11.90)

Blue 19.80 (19.74) Z of XYZ 16.93 (17.70)

Chroma 15.36 (14.13) X of CIE XYZ 13.87 (13.74)

Hue 4.31 (7.04) Y of CIE XYZ 5.33 (7.48)

L of HSL 17.12 (16.67) Z of CIE XYZ 15.17 (18.47)

V of HSV 15.70 (15.18) U of CIE YUV 6.07 (9.85)

I of HSI 13.02 (15.73) V of CIE YUV 7.01 (10.08)

S of HSL 15.36 (14.13) ICA-based methods

S of HSV 19.89 (25.91) ICA on RGB 5.15 (8.72)

S of HSI 14.47 (16.20) cICA on RGB 6.85 (13.66)
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5 Conclusion
Channels of alternative color spaces derived from the sRGB
color space were proposed and investigated as a light-weight
alternative to ICA-based methods. A comparative study was per-
formed over a dataset of 41 video recordings, where the chan-
nels of seven color spaces were used to estimate the pulse rate
compared to a finger probe oximeter. Estimation accuracy was
compared to the performance of two ICA-based methods.
Results indicate that the hue channel of HSV/HSL/HSI, Y of
CIE XYZ, and U of CIE YUV provide an estimation accuracy
comparable to ICA methods, where the hue channel offers the
best performance.
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